
5th March 2023

Dear Parent/Carer,

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to raise awareness around the importance of

enrichment activities at Magna Academy.

Enrichment is a crucial aspect of a well-rounded education and we are dedicated to providing

opportunities that inspire creativity, critical thinking and a love for learning. Dedication from students

and support from parents have all contributed to the success of our current enrichment programme.

To date, the programme includes over twenty five activities and spans a range of areas from

performing arts to competitive sports and STEM related sessions. As we celebrate the impact the

current programme has had on students, we remain committed to continuing its development.

Data suggests that some of our students are yet to take part in one of the fantastic opportunities on

offer. As the senior lead of enrichment, my objective is to collaborate with students, parents and the

local community to ensure the programme complements our current academic curriculum, promotes

engagement and inspires our students to achieve in all aspects of life. Empirical evidence suggests

that students who engage in at least one extracurricular activity per week go on to achieve more

positive academic outcomes, emphasising the importance of the programme. A strong programme

will also promote the academy in the local area to prospective students and create a greater sense of

belonging for our current cohort.

Over the coming term, I will be working closely with our student leadership team to gather feedback

on our current Enrichment programme with a view to expanding and optimising this in the run up to

the summer term.

I would like to welcome you to our parent forum meeting on Thursday 9th May where I will be

discussing our enrichment provision further. In the meantime, please do email me over the coming

weeks with any comments or suggestions you may have, hridge@magna-aspirations.org .

Yours sincerely,

Miss Ridge

Assistant Principal
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